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Written by Neil Allison, the Solutions Manual provides step-by-step solutions for all end of chapter

problems which guide students through the reasoning behind each problem in the text.
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This book helped me get through my two semesters Organic Chemistry with and A- and B+! Sure

they weren't straight A's, but I'm really glad that I had the solutions manual to be able to check my

answers. If you are using this version of the book, BUY THE SOLUTIONS MANUAL. Don't fall into

the habit of using the book as a crutch though, that won't help at all. Four stars because there are

errors in some of the answers.

I was half-way into my semester and was relying on a friend's solutions manual. After some time I

thought of finally getting one, when I couldn't understand the problems- well it is Organic Chemistry.

The solutions manual is unavoidable, you need it! It contains all the answers, with detailed

description of the problems from the Organic Chemistry book. My friend had rented this book from

her school for $75 per semester, and I bought this book in new condition for the same price. But

keep in mind, the image provided is not the same image of the solutions manual. The solutions

manual is a paperback book, with a white cover and a black and white picture of the Organic

Chemistry book it accompanies for. The solutions manual text is all in black and white- with the

images as well black and white. The item shipped on its expected delivery date and was in new

condition. I will definitely order from this seller again!



i love this book, very detailed and very useful at explaining things. I thought orgo was going to be

hard like any previous chem textbooks I have read, but this book is well written. Highly recommend

This manual came in handy especially when it came down to review time at the end of the

semester. I highly recommend it for anyone who needs a few extra lessons at home with

step-by-step instructions to review in private. Also, dont use this to finish your homework, otherwise

it defeats the purpose of learning the material.

the book's condition was fine, but the big problem is, the seller put a manupulating picture. I guess it

was partly my fault, I did not look carefully to the book description. I wanted an 8th edition solution

manual book and since that's what I saw as the primary picture, I ordered without even bother

looking for more detail information. The book came and turn out to be the 7th edition. I contacted the

seller, asking for probability of returning the item and the seller was really not friendly as s/he replied

my message. I also ended up not being able to return the item. Oh well...

This is a few good solutions manual because it gives the answers to the odd and even numbered

problems, and it explains the process to get the answer. It even includes a practice test for each

chapter and answers to those as well, but no explanations. That's the only downside to this

solutions manual.

Has ALL the answers to every problem in the book, as well as pretty good explanations for each

one. I've never gotten good grades in chem before, but with this book, I got A's in every introduction

to organic chemistry class! For OChem, you just have to do a ton of problems to really cement the

material into your brain, but you have to do the problems CORRECTLY. Only gripe I have with this

book is, every once in a while (like 2-3 times off the top of my head) there will be a bad, vague or

unclear explanation. However, this is easily resolved by asking your TA or prof.Like others have

mentioned, the cover is black and white, not colored, but who cares? Don't judge a book by it's

cover ;)

This helps me a ton with getting all of the practice problems for class done and making sure I'm

doing it right. It also helps when I need to learn how to do a certain type of problem.
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